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Executive Summary 
 

 
 All G7 countries and the EU in May 2016 committed to phasing out fossil fuel subsidies by the 

end of 2025.  The IPCC urges participants in the UNFCCC process to phase out fossil fuel 

subsidies as a means of implementing the Paris Agreement.  This study shows that each G7 

member apart from France has introduced new fossil fuel subsidies since the Agreement was 

signed in December 2015. 

 

 This study uses definitions and research on fossil fuel subsidies developed by the World Trade 

Organization (WTO) combined with InfluenceMap's recognized, policy scoring methodology to 

assess stated policy and practice within the G7 nations on fossil fuel subsidy reform amid the 

Marrakesh COP22 follow-up to Paris.  It finds a wide variety of policies and commitments and 

significant misalignment within countries between the two.  Based on our scores, the G7 nations 

are graded on a scale of 'A' through 'F'.  An 'A' grade represents ambitious fossil fuel subsidy 

reform commitments (as measured by benchmarks set out by the G20, G7, IPCC etc.) aligned 

with the country’s existing policies and practices while an 'F' represents the opposite extreme. 

 

 Overall in policy and practice, Japan scores the second lowest among the G7 with a ‘D-’ grade 

from InfluenceMap.  Japan is providing $19 billion a year to finance overseas fossil fuel 

production, making it a primarily funder of new coal production in Asia.  This represents close to 

0.5% of its GDP and compares with an OECD estimate of just $9 billion for Japan's total 

overseas aid.  It is also the only G7 country still building new coal power plants domestically.  

 

 France is the leader among the G7 with a ‘B-’ grade from InfluenceMap.  In recent years the 

Hollande administration has publicly created momentum behind fossil fuel subsidies phase-out 

both domestically and on the international stage.  This includes implementing an effective 

carbon price and makings commitments to stop indirectly financing coal.  However, some of its 

state-owned entities such as EDF continue to invest in coal around the world.  

 

 Germany, despite being a leader in renewable energy generation through the German Energy 

Transition (Energiewende), continues to advocate for state support for the fossil fuel industry, 

including price supports to keep energy costs low to protect its energy intensive industries.  The 

Government further provides tax exemptions for coal and gas and significant financing for fossil 

fuel infrastructure, although its state aid to uncompetitive hard coal mines by 2018 (as per 

council directive 2010/787/EC).  

 

 

http://influencemap.org/evidence/-051ef808a3b7ae510f3c58cdee97eb75
http://www.ipcc.ch/ipccreports/tar/wg3/index.php?idp=357
http://influencemap.org/report/Kick-starting-positive-climate-lobbying-ae674a37a70011ceeb8e2d46d8dfb019
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-8689de8d22a3299bbc4881658b834012
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-23c99931dc3f1d7ecad6dc306e76bb35
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-e314ae6ef340f0df8e9a575e038977af
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Stating-agreement-with-the-G20-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-subsidies-eeb3b9c3374f03fde2e7c2be2e332cb8
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Stating-agreement-with-the-G20-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-subsidies-d858129ba109eb38c5cc2ffa58d07f2f
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-supporting-the-IPCC-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-taxation-policy-with-clear-policies-in-place-c0346a93ec451b550a71c96deb586f77
http://influencemap.org/evidence/not-778ddab94cd60c6ce76941be39d353db
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-supporting-the-G20-s-position-on-financial-institutions-supporting-fossil-fuel-energy-sources-cc3c25d52954d93b4c0b201633837024
http://energytransition.de/
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-supporting-the-G20-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-subsidies-675af34d60e0868a2fb2cc3b7a281690
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-20465621a0cc094c0f5b983d07741028
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-20465621a0cc094c0f5b983d07741028
http://influencemap.org/evidence/not-760d7384e55ba092ff1b2b5b0b544ab1
http://influencemap.org/evidence/not-760d7384e55ba092ff1b2b5b0b544ab1
http://influencemap.org/evidence/supporting-the-G20-s-position-on-public-financing-of-fossil-fuels-e9d596c14cf7cf8de6cac12372063546
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 Despite the UK’s strong rhetoric on the need to remove “economically and environmentally 

perverse” fossil fuel subsidies and the government’s belief that the UK has no such subsidies, it 

has in recent years given significant tax breaks to the fracking industry and the North Sea Oil 

industry – which is now a net drain on the national budget.  It also subsidizes reserve electricity 

production through its capacity market, which helps a highly polluting diesel generation industry.  

 

 Out of the G7 the United States continues to provide the most financial support to the fossil fuel 

industry, at $37 billion per year.  The US also spends an estimated $7.5 billion financing 

overseas oil, gas and coal products, and is graded ‘D+’.  In 2009 the Administration of Barack 

Obama committed to “phase out fossil fuel subsidies”, however the actual amount given to fossil 

fuel producers has since increased by 35%.  This is partly due to policy changes being blocked 

by Congress.  The administration has however in its 2015 Self Review of Fossil Fuel Subsidies 

identified fossil fuel subsidy reforms that do not require Congressional approval and has also 

issued a moratorium on new coal leasing on federal land.   The US policy and practice, as well 

as its commitments, is likely to be in flux following the November 8th election results. 

 

 Canada appears ambitious in terms of its top-line support for removing fossil fuel subsidies.  

However, it is graded ‘D’ as it does not appear Justin Trudeau’s government is living up to its 

commitments.  It has proved reluctant to remove subsidies already in place, and conditionally 

approved the Pacific Northwest LNG project after extending a new subsidy (Acceleration Capital 

Cost Allowance) for LNG in March 2016.  This is despite the Canadian Minister of Environment 

and Climate Change committing in December 2015 to end fossil fuel subsidies. 

 

 Italy ranks the lowest among G7 with an ‘E’ grade and spends a relatively large amount (€6.6bn 

or 0.36% of GDP) on subsidies.  Despite its commitments to the UNFCCC, Italy continues to 

make the economic case for subsidizing its domestic oil and gas industry, in particular 

supporting industry-leading companies such as Eni and Enel.  

 

 The European Union is one of the most ambitious in terms of calling for the removal of fossil fuel 

subsidies.  However, it is graded ‘D-’ as it continues to subsidise fossil fuel intensive industries 

through the EU Emissions Trading Scheme’s (ETS) provision of free emissions allowances and 

article 10 (c).  The EU is also a major funder of fossil fuel infrastructure, such as the South Gas 

Corridor, through ESI Funds, its development banks, and the European Investment Bank. 

 

 In terms of disclosure of fossil fuel subsidy reform as part of the UNFCCC climate treaty 

process, all the G7 countries accept the need to remove fossil fuel subsidies and implement 

policies to reduce carbon emissions, however they are far less specific on the processes for 

reducing fossil fuel subsidies. 

http://influencemap.org/evidence/Mixed-position-on-fossil-fuel-subsidies-6480fcd0f0dce65cc7c6c35aa94b8a95
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Mixed-position-on-fossil-fuel-subsidies-6480fcd0f0dce65cc7c6c35aa94b8a95
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Supporting-the-removal-of-fossil-fuel-subsidies-1099516852892da86d670e9dbf8a530d
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-supporting-taxation-policies-favoring-fossil-fuels-against-IPCC-s-recommendations-1a3fd9e015110e3d0d0f36f266111988
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-supporting-taxation-policies-favoring-fossil-fuels-against-IPCC-s-recommendations-3a952d12c21d4f439ce2688f3afa9344
http://www.heraldscotland.com/news/13887232.UK_makes_a_loss_from_North_Sea_in_first_six_months_of_the_year/
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Supporting-fossil-fuels-e050d97cd8eda4884e5321b87bfe7b08
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-27b93905c7617e389f7ee4a5294e4b08
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-supporting-public-financing-of-fossil-fuel-energy-sources-against-the-G20-s-recommendations-03cfb54215f8816879ed58f9b5ecfb85
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Supporting-the-G20-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-subsidies-with-clear-policy-on-the-topic-in-place-4b228d0c47916b36991fecf04881b149
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-disagreeing-with-the-G20-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-subsidies-609e266e3b7785a0b33838196e0bb347
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-14cff278bb52395bf458518b034f105b
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-6f3b516a03331048a24b652d4331ef4e
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-7a023af7e134a637a8c8a09ed3721ae7
http://influencemap.org/score/Canada-Q1-D6-15204e8800d832737a6a750f254f95dc
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-supporting-the-IPCC-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-taxation-8bceac759be113858c7fcc7fa6700f2f
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/pacific-northwest-lng-project-stalled-by-more-than-190-federal-conditions/article32122288/
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/pacific-northwest-lng-project-stalled-by-more-than-190-federal-conditions/article32122288/
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-supporting-the-IPCC-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-taxation-597eaf4e2b97b61a52fd41dfd1e7fb14
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-supporting-the-IPCC-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-taxation-597eaf4e2b97b61a52fd41dfd1e7fb14
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-supporting-of-the-G20-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-subsidies-fbf4af04420ba06413daa67c97eca1fe
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-a52dddb572121b9799dda54be9b0d11e
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Unclear-position-on-fossil-fuel-subsidies-9884e5c7413631556b28d434e641bbde
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-643268367319e81914a7799137f0859f
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-6718813c6a2c958ce5dfcd71e68e1007
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-7e42fcb8c7aba0f41c8a751afcda8f85
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-a7988f52ba8ed12e13ce68ac6d19586f
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-7fe7dd7e07e6d06e8a37832433931eec
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What is a Fossil Fuel Subsidy? 
 

There is no globally agreed definition of a fossil fuel subsidy.  The key multilateral bodies active in this 

field are listed below along with how they define a fossil fuel subsidy.  

 

IMF 

 

“Producer subsidies exist when producers receive either direct or indirect 

support that increases profitability above what it otherwise would be […] 

Consumer subsidies arise when the price paid by consumers is below a 

benchmark price” 

OECD 

“Both budgetary expenditures and tax expenditures and tax expenditures 

that in some way provide a benefit or preference for fossil-fuel production 

or consumption relative to alternatives.” 

WTO 

“1.1 For the purpose of this Agreement, a subsidy shall be deemed to 

exist if: 

(a)(1) there is a financial contribution by a government or any public body 

within the territory of a Member (referred to in this Agreement as 

"government"), i.e. where: 

(i) a government practice involves a direct transfer of funds (e.g. grants, 

loans, and equity infusion), potential direct transfers of funds or liabilities 

(e.g. loan guarantees); 

(ii) government revenue that is otherwise due is foregone or not collected 

(e.g. fiscal incentives such as tax credits)1; 

(iii) a government provides goods or services other than general 

infrastructure, or purchases goods; 

(iv) a government makes payments to a funding mechanism, or entrusts 

or directs a private body to carry out one or more of the type of functions 

illustrated in (i) to (iii) above which would normally be vested in the 

government and the practice, in no real sense, differs from practices 

normally followed by governments; or (a)(2) there is any form of income or 

price support in the sense of Article XVI of GATT 1994; and b) a benefit is 

thereby conferred.” 

International Energy 

Agency 

 

“Any government action that concerns primarily the energy sector that 

lowers the cost of energy production, raises the price received by energy 

producers or lowers the price paid by energy consumers.” 

 

 

https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/wp/2015/wp15105.pdf
http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/environment/inventory-of-estimated-budgetary-support-and-tax-expenditures-for-fossil-fuels-2013_9789264187610-en
https://www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/24-scm.pdf
https://www.iea.org/publications/freepublications/publication/oil_subsidies.pdf
https://www.iea.org/publications/freepublications/publication/oil_subsidies.pdf
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Production and consumption subsidies 
This report considers fossil fuel subsidies targeting both consumption and production, following the 

distinction made by the OECD and the IMF.  Although there are many challenges in determining a 

universally accepted definition of fossil fuel subsidies, a distinction can be made between subsidies 

for consumption and production.  Consumption subsidies occur when the price paid by consumers is 

below a market benchmark price.  Production subsidies contribute to reducing the costs borne by the 

supplier of the fossil fuel value chain.  Subsidies to consumption can be transfers made by the 

government to consumers through administered pricing, while subsidies to production can take the 

form of tax breaks to producers, direct transfer of funds, government investment in infrastructure or 

research, or through state-owned enterprise.  More details can be found in the fossil fuel subsidies 

work of ODI and Oil Change International.   

 

Carbon pricing and fossil fuel subsidies 
Motivated by benchmarking fossil fuel subsidy policy in line with ambitious climate policy, this 

research compares policies that increase the cost for releasing carbon (or greenhouse gases) into the 

atmosphere (i.e. a price on carbon) and fossil fuel subsidies, which have the opposite economic effect 

of encouraging the proliferation of polluting fuels and practices.  Oil Change International (OCI) have 

stated:  "Fossil fuel subsidies essentially function as a negative carbon price, reducing the cost of 

developing fossil fuels – so not only are their true costs being shifted onto the poor via climate and 

health impacts, but the fossil fuel industry is actually being paid for this privilege.” 

 

 
  

https://www.oecd.org/env/45339216.pdf
http://www.iisd.org/gsi/sites/default/files/ffs_methods_estimationcomparison.pdf
http://www.iisd.org/gsi/sites/default/files/ffs_methods_estimationcomparison.pdf
https://www.odi.org/sites/odi.org.uk/files/odi-assets/publications-opinion-files/9957.pdf
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Introduction 
Fossil Fuel Subsidy Reform 

The G20 countries agreed in September 2009 to phase-out inefficient fossil-fuel subsidies over the 

medium term.  Urging the G20 to be more ambitious on the matter, a coalition of countries (including 

the US, the UK, Germany, France and Canada), corporations and NGOs supported the communiqué 

under the banner of Friends of Fossil Fuel Subsidy Reform.  There is now a concerted effort by 

leading campaign groups (such as the ODI, Oil Change International, the Global Subsidies Initiative, 

NRDC, CAN Europe and the Australia Institute) to convince the G20 to place a 2020 deadline on this 

commitment at the next meeting in Berlin in September 2017.  The IPCC urges participants in the 

UNFCCC process to phase out fossil fuel subsidies as a means of implementing ambitious climate 

policy,1 and in May 2016 in Japan, the G7 leaders pledged to phase out fossil fuel subsidies in their 

countries by 2025 as part of the implementation of the Paris Agreement.   

The topic of fossil fuel subsidies is often characterized by high-level pledges by governments with a 

complicated mix of actual activities.  An issue is that fossil fuel subsidies cover multiple governmental 

jurisdictions and are enabled by regulations and practices that have been in place for decades, 

strongly defended by beneficiary industrial sectors.  Against this backdrop and at COP22 in 

Marrakesh, this report analyses and scores the commitments the countries have made on fossil fuel 

subsidy reform and the actual policies and practices in place.  It looks at alignment of the two and the 

spectrum of behavior exhibited by the G7.2 

 

Methodology 

 

Our methodology consists of the following steps.  Full details are provided in Appendix B. 

 Analysis of the fossil fuel subsidy issue: we break down the topic into nine sub-issues and 

weight them in terms of importance to our scoring.  To define what constitutes a fossil fuel 

subsidy and for terminology we rely on work from the WTO.   

 Selection of data sources: we choose nine distinct data sources over which we will query the 

fossil fuel subsidy sub-issues.  These include governmental websites, submissions to the 

UNFCCC process and regulatory consultations.  These data sources are weighted in terms of 

importance to our scoring. 

 Assessment of the evidence: we examine the data sources for the scored entities (i.e. the G7 

countries) in the context of the fossil fuel subsidy issues identified.  We use as a scoring 

                                                 
1 IPCC, WG III, Mitigation Reducing Subsidies in the Energy Sector 
2 This study is restricted to the G7 nations. 

http://fffsr.org/communique/supporters/
http://newsroom.unfccc.int/paris-agreement/g7-leaders-declaration-addresses-paris-agreement/
https://www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/24-scm.pdf
http://www.ipcc.ch/ipccreports/tar/wg3/index.php?idp=357
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benchmark statements made on fossil fuel subsidy reform in the context of ambitious climate 

policy by mandated bodies like the IPCC, the G20 and the World Bank.  Details of our 

benchmarks are at the following URL.   

 Alignment: we tag evidence that represents the commitments the countries have made on fossil 

fuel subsidy reform.  We also tag evidence representing actual regulations, subsidies and 

practices in place that constitute fossil fuel subsidies (these are identified by reference to work 

by the three NGOs noted in the first step).  Aggregating scoring for the commitments and 

policy/practices separately provides some measure of alignment of future policy direction and 

current practices. 

 

We catalogued and scored over 500 pieces of evidence as part of this assessment, with scoring and 

documents online.  Link backs to these are available in the country scoring pages.   

 
Fossil Fuel Subsidy Reform: the G7 Nations Compared 
 

The following is an aggregated summary of how the G7 countries and the EU score using the 

methodology described above.  Full details are provided in the country tables, which particularly 

comment on policy versus commitment alignment within the G7: 

 

 Fossil Fuel Subsidy Reform Commitments refers to top line commitments the country has 

made on the issue along with forward looking statements on energy issues the country has 

messaged.  This can be regarded as a measure of where the country is headed based on 

current public disclosures. 
 Fossil Fuel Subsidy Actual Policy and Practice refers to regulations, subsidies and existing 

policies already in place related to fossil fuel subsidies. 
 Subsidies Estimate figures are collated from OECD numbers and established estimates and 

inventories made on producer and consumer fossil fuel subsidies, see Appendix A. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://influencemap.org/report/Fossil-Fuel-Subsidies-and-Climate-6087a6c75901fc2eefcb9e470af03311
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Score table for G7 countries and EU and how much they spend on fossil fuel 
subsidies each year: 
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Fossil Fuel Subsidies and the UNFCCC Process 
The G7's pledge to phase out fossil fuel subsidies by 2025 was made in 2016 at its meeting in Japan 

and was firmly linked with the Paris Agreement in November 2016.  We looked at the detailed 

communications each G7 member has made in the UNFCCC process including as part of their 

climate change action plans submitted to Paris 2015, the Intended Nationally Determined 

Contributions (INDCs). 

 

 

 Highlights of UNFCCC Disclosure on Fossil Fuel Subsidies 

 

Canada has committed to introduce a carbon tax to reduce GHG emissions. It is 

subsidizing CCS in a number of provinces. Canada has stringent coal-fired electricity 

standards and has committed to the phase-out of coal-fired electricity generation units. 

 

France has maintained its commitment to introduce a carbon tax in 2009, and it has 

increased taxation on fossil fuels in recent years. It has committed to support 

renewables through a favorable fiscal regime, and through its development agency 

AFD. France has committed to implement energy efficiency measures. It supports new 

infrastructure construction that could benefit fossil fuels. 

 

Germany has removed a tax on natural gas. It has committed to increase state funding 

for combined heat and power generation and CCS via a number of public funds as a 

means of supporting emissions reductions. It has contributed to international climate 

investment funds for climate change mitigation.  

 

Italy has committed in 2013 to reforming its energy taxation to promote low carbon 

fuels. It has a national energy strategy that commits to increasing domestic oil and gas 

production, including LNG terminals.      

 

Japan has comitted to a tax system on energy and vehicles that supports climate 

change mitigation. It has implemented a domestic emission trading scheme, and has 

granted environmental loans to promote investment in low-carbon projects. However, 

Japan has stated it will support efficienct coal and LNG power generation.  

 

The UK has comitted to the pollutors pay principle supporting the use of the tax system 

to achieve this.  In 2013, the UK stated that it has withdrawn a tax exemption for 

combined heat and power (CHP). It has also committed to financing CCS to reduce 

GHG emissions.  

http://newsroom.unfccc.int/paris-agreement/g7-leaders-declaration-addresses-paris-agreement/
http://unfccc.int/focus/indc_portal/items/8766.php
http://unfccc.int/focus/indc_portal/items/8766.php
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-a2f8c4858ef9f1387840b0fcc54b0918
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-1782f9a95ff1a9c4d6e9bae3a7054178
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-bec479cbdd99b88e6b76707645c1f467
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-5fa1a85eca56f86d4c32ef11c37934bd
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-d018e1a44ce6075d30fc66362ac7a15f
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-d018e1a44ce6075d30fc66362ac7a15f
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-333959ea1739b4222c3a07e9c7df7606
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-333959ea1739b4222c3a07e9c7df7606
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-5788a2fcd7a9939711f03bc89f24b398
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-869b48c05d54863ff7b367449d1d17ea
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-869b48c05d54863ff7b367449d1d17ea
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-supoprting-699c3aedcf2961ab3b31bd9eb1cc40de
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-901db68d661f54bd917f08b176acb00e
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-fe3d7145ffeacec93eb0643f479f9ffa
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-fe3d7145ffeacec93eb0643f479f9ffa
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-5d76b2301d45d054113ed1559a8dbe55
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-5d76b2301d45d054113ed1559a8dbe55
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-297e784c73f3a68848229b367d88148e
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-0e118778cffed11a8bbef9ac9db09eeb
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-0e118778cffed11a8bbef9ac9db09eeb
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-fcb65c2b917fa8f3c9e55b64f68932a8
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-3c0b6aa7ceeea19ba2dff80b522eeb52
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-d5e04fc226a4d6bf30246defbc923cd3
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-d5e04fc226a4d6bf30246defbc923cd3
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-00b2fa74d3d918319c0e02c0f1953848
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-0a01d500e68520b72631a45179bb171e
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-0b82f756e140febc7b8697bf8c6aad1b
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-74c984a68860a578742d04a475823d1d
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-74c984a68860a578742d04a475823d1d
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-f138d441a7e1f5a55188c984335aeb6e
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-e4bb8e337221b1edb65c7b0723afdd10
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The United States has commited to phasing out fossil fuel subsidies, including no 

overseas finance for coal, with exceptions for poor countries and Carbon Capture and 

Storage (CCS) technology. It has also commited to eliminate tax subsidies, and to 

financially support CCS domestically. It also funds a number of R&D projects relating to 

energy. 

 

The EU states that it gives a tax exemption for fossil fuels used in energy production. 

The European Union also gives financial support to infrastructure, renewables and 

energy efficiency through a number of funds, like the European Regional Development 

Fund. It funds several CCS and research projects. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

http://influencemap.org/evidence/Supporting-the-G20-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-subsidies-with-clear-policy-on-the-topic-in-place-4b228d0c47916b36991fecf04881b149
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Mixed-on-financial-institutions-assistance-of-fossil-fuels-04f54656809c5e6dceff0bb25efcd316
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Suggesting-support-for-the-IPCC-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-taxation-248a059ab5739adb9e4720be3bb30e41
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-supporting-the-G20-s-position-on-financial-institutions-supporting-fossil-fuel-energy-sources-52e6af2a5d3ebed0614219f8169d8b4c
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-supporting-the-G20-s-position-on-financial-institutions-supporting-fossil-fuel-energy-sources-52e6af2a5d3ebed0614219f8169d8b4c
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-73e906ec069049c5f00869dd0a67130d
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-4efbbfc8f943950378275021a1164596
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-4efbbfc8f943950378275021a1164596
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-5e4e7874b758d9ea7ba4175121a1d25c
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-61ef2954c5bbde949deda4d1e46d38fc
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The G7 Country Scorecards 
We provide a scorecard for each of the G7 countries and the European Union using the methodology 

outlined in Appendix B.  The following is an icon key to the country tables that follow.  Links back to 

our online system are provided to documents and evidence pieces.  Green and red notes on ‘Aligned’ 

(a good match between ambitious subsidy reform) and ‘Misaligned’ are provided where noteworthy. 

The quotes below do not represent all the evidence that we have scored or is publically available, 

rather we have included information here that we believe best represents the entities’ position.   

 

Overall fossil fuel subsidy policy 
We consider the statements made by the G7 & EU on the principles of fossil fuel subsidies. 

 

Taxation policy  
The overall rate of fossil fuel taxation, and related tax deductions/exemptions, depreciation 

allowances, reduced royalties or VAT, foreign tax credits, Foreign Tax Credits (FTC).   

 

Direct support 
Direct financial assistance from government agencies - grants, loans, guarantees, insurance.    

 

Public finance - financial institutions (indirect) 
Support from nationally owned financial institutions (e.g. development banks) and international or 

multilateral financial institutions (ADB, World Bank): grants, loans. 

 

Research and development spending   
Research and development benefitting and transferred to the energy sector, conducted directly 

by governments and government agencies such as research institutions and state-funded 

universities. 

 

Infrastructure spending  
Direct government investment in road, rail, pipeline and shipping infrastructure that benefits fossil 

fuel production or transportation. 

 

Trade restrictions  
Specific government regulations that restrict or facilitate the import/export of fossil fuels. 

 

Market price supports  
Government regulation that informs or sets the prices for the consumption or production of fossil 

fuels products, such as fuel prices, feedstocks for refining, or gas for domestic use or electricity. 

 

Energy policies and regulations Other regulations that impact the cost equation of fossil 

fuels vs. other forms of energy: environmental regulations, health and safety, permitting, 

privatization policy etc.  We also include renewable energy regulations in here where appropriate. 
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Aligned 

France 
 

 

The full InfluenceMap profile can be found here. InfluenceMap Score: 

B- 

Commitments on Reform  Actual Policies and Practice 

Supporting the removal of fossil fuel 
subsidies, July 2014, Source: Mr Laurent 

Fabius, Minister of Foreign Affairs and 

International Development 

“Foreign Minister Laurent Fabius said local 

and national governments needed to “stop 

fossil fuel subsidies” [...] The minister also 

called for a massive transition in investment to 

support clean energy.  

 
 

Evidence suggests alignment with the 
international commitments concerning fossil 
fuel subsidies, November 2015, Source: ODI 

“Since 2012, France has been pushing forward 

with an Energy Transition which focuses on 

reducing fossil fuel use, lowering energy 

demand and increasing the share of renewables 

in the energy mix [...]. In line with this focus on a 

sustainable energy system, France has made a 

series of commitments supporting the phase-out 

of fossil fuel subsidies.” 

Strongly supporting an increasing carbon 
price, June 2016, Source: Ministry Secretary 

for Environment and Energy Barbara Pompili 

 

“We need to set a price for carbon. […] 

France set a carbon price for itself, it will 

reach 56 euros by 2020 and 100 euros by 

2030. This increase in taxation is offset by 

lower taxes for products and revenues that 

contribute to the energy transition. 

 
Advocating for a carbon price and the 
removal of fossil fuel subsidies while the 
oil price is low, January 2016, Source: 

Minister of Environment, Energy and Marine 

Affairs Ségolène Royal 

 

“Having made these observations, we now 

have two major problems to solve: how to set 

a price for carbon and how to handle the low 

cost of fossil fuels. So first, we need to set a 

price for carbon. [...] So with falling oil prices, 

time is ripe for two strong measures to be put 

 

 

Supporting tax breaks for carbon intensive 
industries, October 2015, Source: Goodplanet 

Info 

 

“With these 18 measures, the state grants 

around EUR 3,420 billion in subsidies for fossil 

fuels. Specifically, this is a tax reduction if not a 

full exemption.” (Translation) 

 

 

 

Strongly supporting a tax system that 
disincentives fossil fuel production, July 

2015, Source: Climate Home 

  

“France is set to ramp up renewable energy and 

shift away from nuclear under an energy law 

adopted on Wednesday. The country is also 

hiking a carbon tax to €100 a tonne by 2030 in a 

suite of measures to cut emissions 40% on 1990 

levels. [...] A carbon tax on natural gas, heating 

oil, coal and transport fuels, applying to 

emissions not covered by the EU carbon market, 

Overall 
policy 

 

Taxation 
policy 

 

http://influencemap.org/country/France-77e50f49d404ce698e8c148f25bf9cbe/projectlink/France-in-Subsidies-45c97ec967ee23e7d215341c861b707f
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-supporting-the-IPCC-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-taxation-policy-with-clear-policies-in-place-273e0bc42be20edf745f9e1cf0eb1cdf
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-supporting-the-IPCC-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-taxation-policy-with-clear-policies-in-place-273e0bc42be20edf745f9e1cf0eb1cdf
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-supporting-the-IPCC-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-taxation-policy-with-clear-policies-in-place-273e0bc42be20edf745f9e1cf0eb1cdf
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-97bd02cbc76478d0c78ff772fa8dbb4f
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Supporting-the-IPCC-s-position-be1cdf9c4b066fac3d4f25699b4e0c2e
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Supporting-the-IPCC-s-position-be1cdf9c4b066fac3d4f25699b4e0c2e
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Supportign-taxation-5d4d2d5b04fe4cb5edcf4d7c2303df58
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Supportign-taxation-5d4d2d5b04fe4cb5edcf4d7c2303df58
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-d6ffddcf2a0139a5146c40aefb5566b1
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-d6ffddcf2a0139a5146c40aefb5566b1
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-supporting-the-IPCC-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-taxation-policy-with-clear-policy-in-place-0e77c1017fa3b5434f3735ade50fe31d
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in place:- Removing fossil fuel subsidies,- And 

boosting technology transfer.” 

will be increased sharply. From €14.50/t today, it 

climbs to €56 in 2022 and €100 by 2030.” 

 

Advocating for the end of funding for coal 
through state-owned entities, October 2015, 

Source: Le Figaro 

 

“The minister for Ecology and Energy 

Ségolène Royal announced on Wednesday 

that the French group Engie (formerly GDF-

Suez), which is 33% state-owned, will stop all 

investments in coal. “The state, following the 

President’s decision, will stop subsidizing 

investments into coal” (Translation) 

 

 

 

Financing coal through state-owned entities, 

May 2015, Source: Oxfam  

 

“Through its shares in companies EDF and 

Engie, France has massively invested in fossil 

fuel projects, especially in coal, which has high 

greenhouse gas emissions.” (Translation)  

Supporting a ban of export credits for coal 
abroad, December 2014, Source: President 

Francois Hollande 

 

“We will remove all export credits that support 

the use of coal in developing countries.” 

 

 

 

 

 

Supporting fossil fuels exploration through 
the French export credit agency COFACE, 

August 2014, Source: Oil Change International 

 

“France also provided $73 million in average 

annual public financing for exploration between 

2010 and 2013 through three guarantees from 

its export credit agency, Compagnie Française 

d’Assurance pour le Commerce Extérieur 

(COFACE).” 

Committing to financially support research 
and development into clean energy, 

November 2015, Source: Climate Central 

“Twenty countries, including [..] France, have 

committed to double their investments in clean 

energy research and development to $10 

billion over the next five years.” 

 

 

Financially supporting fossil fuel research 
and development to expand reserves, August 

2014, Source: Oil Change International 

 

“France also continues to subsidize oil and gas 

exploration through the French Institute of 

Petroleum (IFP), which received $200 million in 

government funding in 2013. […] One of the 

Institute’s five strategic priorities is the 

expansion of fossil fuel reserves through 

exploration.” 

Total Value of Subsidies: USD 4.7 billion, 0.1% of GDP. 

 

Indirect 
finance 

 

Direct 
support 

 

R & D 
spend 

 

http://influencemap.org/evidence/Supporting-a3e6f5c2ceb8b5006e8fdfc4ebfe942c
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Supporting-a3e6f5c2ceb8b5006e8fdfc4ebfe942c
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-supporting-the-G20-s-position-on-financial-institutions-supporting-fossil-fuel-energy-sources-cc3c25d52954d93b4c0b201633837024
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-supporting-the-G20-s-position-on-financial-institutions-supporting-fossil-fuel-energy-sources-cc3c25d52954d93b4c0b201633837024
http://influencemap.org/evidence/not-778ddab94cd60c6ce76941be39d353db
http://influencemap.org/evidence/not-778ddab94cd60c6ce76941be39d353db
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-supporting-the-G20-s-position-on-financial-institutions-supporting-fossil-fuel-energy-sources-f157a10f91e2c2e90e46b5c2335b3b06
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-ae1b104c06ee5c1ed0105889bd7ca816
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-supporting-5ba6b0f92e85b0cd6674cb54ab72da47
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-supporting-5ba6b0f92e85b0cd6674cb54ab72da47
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Canada 
 

 

The full InfluenceMap profile can be found here. InfluenceMap Score: 

C- 

Commitments on Reform  Actual Policies and Practices 

Strongly advocating for fossil fuels 
subsidies reform, November 2015, Source: 

Canadian Minister of Environment and 

Climate Change Catherine McKenna  

 

“Canada is a proud supporter of the Fossil 

Fuel Subsidy Reform Communique. Key to 

moving to low carbon future. #cop21” 

 

 

 

Opposing the removal subsidies to the oil 
and gas industry, March 2016, Source: 

Huffington Post  

 

“Natural Resources Minister Jim Carr [said] now 

is "not the moment" to start ramping back 

government subsidies for an oil and gas sector 

hammered by a global glut and price decline. 

“You know, there are all kinds of issues that are 

important in the oil and gas industry right now 

and the government wants to express its support 

for the industry in a variety of ways.” 

Advocating for a carbon price floor that 
will increase year on year, October 2016, 

Source: Edmonton Journal 

 

“Prime Minister Justin Trudeau said Monday 

the plan would see a floor price of $10 per 

tonne on carbon pollution in 2018, rising to 

$50 a tonne by 2022.” 

 

 

Suggesting the Trudeau government is 
committed to removing fossil fuel 
subsidies, December 2015, Source: Twitter 

 

“We are committed to ending FF subsidies & 

investing in #greentech. #ClimateGC 

#COP21” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Providing significant tax breaks to the oil and 
gas industry, November  2015, Source: ODI 

 

“At the provincial level, tax breaks amount to a 

minimum of $979 million annually, mostly 

delivered for oil and natural gas exploration 

activities as relief on royalties by the provinces 

of Alberta and British Columbia.” 

 

 

Extending a LNG subsidy introduced by the 
previous government in the March 2, Source: 

Osler Budget Briefing 2016 

 

“Budget 2016 indicates that, consistent with its 

G20 commitment to eliminate fossil fuel 

subsidies over the medium term, Canada 

intends to maintain the current accelerated CCA 

treatment for LNG facilities, but will allow it to 

expire as scheduled without extension.” 

Taxation 
policy 

 

Overall 
policy 

 

Misaligned 

Misaligned 

http://influencemap.org/country/Canada-434378e7cca6ad734a6d25ba6153c3c1/projectlink/Canada-in-Subsidies-01c1c9afb48029fabd00f7a9767aaa20
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Supporting-the-G20-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-subsidies-with-clear-policy-on-the-topic-in-place-eade7726c980c8e64886ff920beb1007
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Supporting-the-G20-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-subsidies-with-clear-policy-on-the-topic-in-place-eade7726c980c8e64886ff920beb1007
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-supporting-the-IPCC-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-taxation-8bceac759be113858c7fcc7fa6700f2f
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-supporting-the-IPCC-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-taxation-44d546808d9c94399cc73598af7d2186
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-supporting-of-the-G20-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-subsidies-fbf4af04420ba06413daa67c97eca1fe
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-supporting-the-IPCC-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-taxation-61ea558f0107c577f4a781738e78bd98
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-supporting-the-IPCC-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-taxation-597eaf4e2b97b61a52fd41dfd1e7fb14
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Strongly supporting cuts in public finance 
directed to fossil fuel subsidies, February 

2013, Source: Reuters 

 

“Canada's federal government is set to sharply 

cut back its direct spending on the fossil fuel 

sector as part of an international push to 

phase out subsidies, the government's 

environment watchdog said on Tuesday.” 

 

 

 

 

Strongly supporting financing of fossil fuels 
through state-controlled export development 
agencies, August 2014, Source: Oil Change 

International  

“Canada is also one of the larger sources of 

public finance for fossil fuel exploration in the 

G7, providing an annual average of between 

$1.4 billion and $2.7 billion in public finance 

through Export Development Canada (EDC), the 

country’s export credit agency, from January 

2012 to May 2014.” 

Suggesting support for the finance of 
fossil fuels research and development, 
December 2013, Source: Canada’s 

commitment under the Sixth National Report 

on Climate Change through the UNFCCC  

 

“Canada remains a global leader in the 

research, development, and demonstration of 

carbon capture and storage (CCS) 

technologies. These projects include the Shell 

Quest project at an oil sands upgrader in 

Alberta ($120 million in federal funding, $745 

million from the Government of Alberta) […]” 

 

 

 

 

Strongly supporting fossil fuels research and 
development, August 2014, Oil Change 

International 

 

“The Government of Canada also provides 

about $30 million in direct funding each year for 

fossil fuel exploration and extraction through the 

research and development (R&D) activities of its 

own agencies, including the Atlantic Canada 

Opportunities Agency, the Natural Sciences and 

Engineering Research Council, Industry 

Canada, and Western Economic Diversification 

Canada” 

 

Not supporting construction of new fossil 
fuel infrastructure, September 2016, Source: 

Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, CBC News 

 

"The Great Bear rainforest is no place for a 

crude oil pipeline and I haven't changed my 

opinion on that.” That was Prime Minister 

Justin Trudeau's specific response to a 

question this week about the proposed 

Enbridge-backed Northern Gateway pipeline 

through B.C.'s north. 

 

 

 

Supporting the construction of new fossil 
fuel infrastructure, April 2016, Source: Reuters  

 

“Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and 

his cabinet are broadly "aligned" with Alberta 

and the need to develop pipelines to get the 

region's oil to market, the leader of the province 

said on Sunday.” 

 

Total Value of Subsidies: USD 3.3 billion, 0.22% of GDP.    

R & D 
spend 

 

Infrastructure 
spending 

 

Misaligned 

Direct 
support 

 

http://influencemap.org/evidence/Suggesting-support-for-the-G20-s-position-on-public-financing-of-fossil-fuels-2191e96c73f8fe5aecda2dbf1cd57f07
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-disagreeing-with-the-G20-s-position-on-financial-institutions-support-for-fossil-fuel-energy-sources-809b6d9d9fac07240d1358af2321d231
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-disagreeing-with-the-G20-s-position-on-financial-institutions-support-for-fossil-fuel-energy-sources-809b6d9d9fac07240d1358af2321d231
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-1782f9a95ff1a9c4d6e9bae3a7054178
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-1782f9a95ff1a9c4d6e9bae3a7054178
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-1782f9a95ff1a9c4d6e9bae3a7054178
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-supporting-research-favouring-fossil-fuels-against-IPCC-recommendations-3579cb48b259a9f30870f75f4c29859d
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-supporting-research-favouring-fossil-fuels-against-IPCC-recommendations-3579cb48b259a9f30870f75f4c29859d
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Suggesting-support-for-the-G20-s-position-against-the-development-of-fossil-fuel-infrastructure-83bcdd06cb9759c994336230c180d228
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Suggesting-support-for-the-G20-s-position-against-the-development-of-fossil-fuel-infrastructure-83bcdd06cb9759c994336230c180d228
http://influencemap.org/evidence/not-sup-2104cb334ce10d6838323d9cf129041b
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Germany 

 
 

The full InfluenceMap profile can be found here. InfluenceMap Score: 

D+ 

The Official Position  The Actual Practice 

Supporting fossil fuels phase out 
commitments, June 2015, Source: The 

Telegraph 

  
“The G7 leading industrial nations have 

agreed to phase out fossil fuel use by the end 

of the century, the German chancellor Angela 

Merkel has announced. On the final day of the 

Schloss Elmau summit, Mrs Merkel said the 

leaders committed to the need to 

“decarbonise the global economy in the 

course of this century” 

 
 

Evidence suggests support for subsidies for 
energy intensive industries, February 2014, 

Source: Chancellor Angela Merkel  

 

“The competitiveness of energy-intensive 

industries is at stake. It will therefore be very 

important that the Commission, with its rules on 

subsidies, does not put obstacles in our path 

with regard to the operation of our energy-

intensive industries.” 

 

  

Strongly supporting a global carbon price, 
December 2015, Source: Federal 

Environment Minister Barbara Hendricks  

 

“The Carbon Market Platform established 

under Germany’s G7 Presidency is now open 

to countries outside the G7 […] The Platform 

focuses on issues such as market 

mechanisms, linking emissions trading 

schemes, energy taxes and the withdrawal of 

fossil fuel subsidies to encourage carbon 

pricing.” 

 
Advocating for coal production subsidies, 

September 2016, Source: Federal Ministry of 

Economic Affairs and Energy website 

“Hard coal mining in Germany (6.2 million 

tonnes in 2015) is unable to compete 

internationally and is therefore subsidised. 

The purpose of the subsidies is to balance the 

difference between production costs on the 

one hand and revenues generated from the 

sale of the coal produced on the other - coal 

subsidies per tonne must not exceed the 

 
 

Supporting tax breaks to carbon intensive 
industries, December 2013, Source: German 

Government’s commitments through the Sixth 

National Communication under the UNFCCC  

 

“Taxation of fuel inputs to generate electricity 

and for cogeneration of power and heat has 

been adapted to new EU requirements for 

subsidies. Natural gas is completely exempt 

from taxation if it is used to generate electricity 

in stationary installations […]” 

 

 
Supporting tax breaks for coal production, 

November 2015, Source: ODI 

 

“The state of North Rhine-Westphalia, which 

produces 90%of German hard coal, maintains 

royalty rates of 0%. Royalty exemptions for the 

mining of hard coal and lignite amounted to $70 

million and $351 million, respectively, in 2014.” 

Overall 
policy 

 

Taxation 
policy 

 

Misaligned 

http://influencemap.org/country/Germany-1c1a7fd502d0559da28f618893dc3c59/projectlink/Germany-in-Subsidies-a7ec4c5dafb9fed540b29d68327008bf
http://influencemap.org/evidence/not-eb09be26be7daac07533613333910088
http://influencemap.org/evidence/not-eb09be26be7daac07533613333910088
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-supporting-the-G20-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-subsidies-675af34d60e0868a2fb2cc3b7a281690
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Suggesting-support-for-the-IPCC-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-taxation-5f46bcbfb7cb3a38ec2a5a1d4879a4f1
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Suggesting-support-for-the-IPCC-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-taxation-5f46bcbfb7cb3a38ec2a5a1d4879a4f1
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Supporting-the-G20-s-position-on-public-financing-of-fossil-fuels-d5f99f6bceba7235f94b099c07c60085
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Supporting-the-G20-s-position-on-public-financing-of-fossil-fuels-d5f99f6bceba7235f94b099c07c60085
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-20465621a0cc094c0f5b983d07741028
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-20465621a0cc094c0f5b983d07741028
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-20465621a0cc094c0f5b983d07741028
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-supporting-the-IPCC-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-taxation-d52df9d9aacf3be66e45f94976b564ae
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Infrastructure 
spend 

Indirect 
finance 

difference between production costs and the 

average prices of coal in third countries - as 

well as cover the costs of mine closures.” 

Agreeing to end subsidizes to 
uncompetitive coal by 2018, September 

2016, Source: Federal Ministry for Economic 

Affairs and Energy  

 
“On 7 February 2007, the Federal 

Government, the Länder of North Rhine-

Westphalia and Saarland as well as the 

German Hard Coal Corporation (RAG 

Corporation) and the Mining, Chemical and 

Energy Industrial Union (IG BCE) reached an 

agreement on the socially acceptable phasing 

out of subsidies for hard coal in Germany by 

the end of 2018.”  

 Agreeing to end coal subsidies on the 
condition that mine closure plans are 
developed, September 2015, E3G 

 

“The German government fought hard for 

exemptions and delays before applying the EU’s 

prohibition on state aid to its coal industry. It 

finally agreed a deal that allows subsidies to 

uncompetitive underground hard coal mines to 

remain in place until 2018, on the condition that 

closure plans are developed. […] Germany’s 

remaining eight hard coal mines are to be shut 

down by 2018. This means that Germany’s 

17,600 remaining hard coal miners face the 

imminent prospect of losing their jobs.” 

Advocating for the removal of fossil fuel 
subsidies through export credits, June 

2015, Source: German Government  

 

“We remain committed to the elimination of 

inefficient fossil fuel subsidies and encourage 

all countries to follow and we remain 

committed to continued progress in the OECD 

discussions on how export credits can 

contribute to our common goal to address 

climate change.” 
 

 

 

Supporting fossil fuels through export credit 
finance, August 2014, Source: Oil Change 

International  

 

KfW is currently intensifying financing of German 

maritime companies investing in offshore oil and 

gas through its largest subsidiary, KfW IPEX-

Bank. […] KfW instituted a program to provide 

export credit financing for projects involving a 

minimum of $30 million of German equipment 

per investment to offshore oil and gas ship, 

vessel, and platform projects. 

Suggesting federal state funding of 
infrastructure does not constitute a 
subsidy, September 2016, Source: German 

Government  

 

“Federal funding of transport infrastructure is 

not to be interpreted as subsidization.” 

 

 

 

Funding fossil fuel infrastructure, November 

2015, Source: ODI 

 

“One instance of domestic public finance for 

fossil fuel infrastructure was identified. In this 

case, KfW lent $86million to the German utility 

Stadtwerke Düsseldorf to finance a 596 MW 

capacity combined heat and power, combined 

cycle natural gas-fired power plant.” 

Total Value of Subsidies: USD 7.9 billion, 0.23% of GDP.    

Direct 
support 
 

http://influencemap.org/evidence/Supporting-the-G20-s-position-on-public-financing-of-fossil-fuels-d5f99f6bceba7235f94b099c07c60085
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Supporting-the-G20-s-position-on-public-financing-of-fossil-fuels-d5f99f6bceba7235f94b099c07c60085
http://influencemap.org/evidence/supporting-the-G20-s-position-on-public-financing-of-fossil-fuels-e9d596c14cf7cf8de6cac12372063546
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Supporting-the-G20-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-subsidies-with-clear-policy-on-the-topic-in-place-8954edf860d273d1f98b608b04fd08b5
http://influencemap.org/evidence/not-760d7384e55ba092ff1b2b5b0b544ab1
http://influencemap.org/evidence/not-760d7384e55ba092ff1b2b5b0b544ab1
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-4afdbf8e0a23debdd81d42afe40b0762
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-4afdbf8e0a23debdd81d42afe40b0762
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-supporting-the-G20-s-position-on-public-financing-of-fossil-fuels-dd5e9424f7215a9a72ac55ccc7d5c85c
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-supporting-the-G20-s-position-on-public-financing-of-fossil-fuels-dd5e9424f7215a9a72ac55ccc7d5c85c
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United States 

 
 

The full InfluenceMap profile can be found here. InfluenceMap Score: 

D+ 

Commitments on Reform  Actual Policies and Practices 

Strongly advocating for and committing to 
the phase-out of fossil fuel subsidies, 

December 2013, Source: US government’s 

commitment through the Sixth National 

Communication Report under the UNFCCC 

“At the 2009 G-20 meeting in Pittsburgh, 

Pennsylvania, the United States successfully 

advocated for a commitment to phase out 

fossil fuel subsidies, and the administration 

has since won similar commitments in other 

fora, such as the Asia-Pacific Economic 

Cooperation U.S. Climate Action Report 2014 

forum” 

 
 

Increasingly levels of fossil fuel subsidies, 

November 2015, Source: Overseas 

Development Institute 

“The federal subsidies to fossil fuel producers 

represent an increase of 35% over levels when 

President Obama took office in 2009” 

 
 

Advocating for the repeal of tax breaks for 
fossil fuels, December 2013, Source: US 

government’s commitment through the Sixth 

National Communication under the UNFCCC 

“President Obama is calling for the elimination 

of U.S. fossil fuel tax subsidies in his FY 2014 

budget, and the United States will continue to 

collaborate with partners around the world 

toward this goal.” 

 
Suggesting support for the removal of oil 
drilling subsidies, October 2013, Source:   
Committee for a Responsible Federal Budget 

 

“President Obama has continually proposed 

repealing the break for intangible drilling costs 

in his yearly budgets, a proposal also 

suggested by Senator Sanders and 

Representative Ellison.” 

 

 

Acting to remove fossil fuel subsidies from 
the tax code, October 2015, Source: US 

Treasury 

 

“Eliminate fossil fuel tax preferences: Eliminate 

fossil fuel tax preferences: Repeal the enhanced 

oil recovery credit for eligible costs attributable to 

a qualified enhanced oil recovery project-Repeal 

the credit for oil and gas produced from marginal 

wells-Repeal the expensing of intangible drilling 

costs 

 
Significant tax breaks for oil drilling remain 
in place, May 2016, Center for American 

Progress, Source: Center for American Progress  

 

“Amount saved by repealing: $13.1 billion 

between 2016 and 2026 […] Oil and gas 

companies, however, can deduct intangible 

drilling costs—nearly all of the expenditures a 

company makes to prepare a well for 

Misaligned 

Taxation 
policy 

 

Overall 
policy 

 

Misaligned 

http://influencemap.org/country/United-States-e32d0296db73a8a259f4f226f748f743/projectlink/United-States-in-Subsidies-942e9a777616a46adb2e58033030d52f
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Supporting-the-G20-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-subsidies-with-clear-policy-on-the-topic-in-place-4b228d0c47916b36991fecf04881b149
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Supporting-the-G20-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-subsidies-with-clear-policy-on-the-topic-in-place-4b228d0c47916b36991fecf04881b149
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Supporting-the-G20-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-subsidies-with-clear-policy-on-the-topic-in-place-4b228d0c47916b36991fecf04881b149
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-disagreeing-with-the-G20-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-subsidies-609e266e3b7785a0b33838196e0bb347
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-disagreeing-with-the-G20-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-subsidies-609e266e3b7785a0b33838196e0bb347
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Suggesting-support-for-the-IPCC-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-taxation-cc1d56524a0bb9aa70a4c1e1b9a3d527
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Suggesting-support-for-the-IPCC-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-taxation-cc1d56524a0bb9aa70a4c1e1b9a3d527
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Suggesting-support-for-the-IPCC-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-taxation-cc1d56524a0bb9aa70a4c1e1b9a3d527
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Suggesting-support-for-the-IPCC-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-taxation-1e073eb8e171dc2f208f33b413d5ec6b
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Suggesting-support-for-the-IPCC-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-taxation-d99b4238c725e29ce922b58f77c3f065
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Suggesting-support-for-the-IPCC-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-taxation-d99b4238c725e29ce922b58f77c3f065
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-supporting-the-IPCC-s-position-on-fossil-fuel-taxation-52efd09178665a7857b1d7a19f8b0b3b
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Aligned 

production—upfront, which can lower their 

taxable income significantly.” 

 

Advocating for an end to fossil fuel 
financing through export credit agencies, 

September 2016, Source: US Department of 

State 

  

“In 2015, the President underscored the 

importance of FFSR at the 7th Summit of the 

Americas in Panama, and at the G-7 summit, 

G-7 leaders reaffirmed their commitment to 

eliminate inefficient fossil fuel subsidies and 

continued progress in the shift of export credit 

flows away from carbon intensive investment.” 

 
 

Providing finance to fossil fuels projects 
through export credit agencies, November 

2015, Source: ODI 

 

“US public finance for overseas fossil fuel 

projects totalled $7.5 billion in 2013 and 2014 

[…] the US provides billions of dollars in loans 

and guarantees each year for overseas oil, gas 

and coal projects through ExIm and, to a much 

smaller extent, through the Overseas Private 

Investment Corporation (OPIC).” 

Supporting TTIP and trade related climate 
change commitments, July 2016, Source: 

The Guardian  

 

“[the TTIP] restates existing commitments to 

the Paris climate deal and pledges to facilitate 

the trade in environmental goods and 

services.” 

 

 

Supporting trade agreements that could 
undermine the G20 pledge on fossil fuel 
subsidies, July 2016, Source: The Guardian  

 

“Trade negotiators in Brussels are proposing 

new loopholes on a G20 pledge to phase out 

fossil fuel subsidies within a decade, in the latest 

leaked TTIP proposals seen by the Guardian.” 

Supporting state funding for renewables 
and clean energy sources, September 2016, 

Source: The White House  

 

“The President called on Congress to make 

the renewable energy Production Tax Credit 

permanent and refundable, which will provide 

incentive and certainty for investments in new 

clean energy. Instead of continuing century-

old subsidies to oil companies, the President 

believes that we need to invest in the energy 

of the future.” 

 
 

Supporting renewable energy sources, 

Source: Reuters 
 
“With its 2030 deadline, Obama's Clean Power 

Plan offers a degree of stability over the next 15 

years to renewable energy companies which 

have historically relied on more precarious state 

and federal subsidies to drive growth.” 

Total Value of Subsidies: USD 37.5 billion, 0.20% of GDP.    

Direct 
support 

 

Energy 
Policy 

 

Trade 
Agreements 

http://influencemap.org/evidence/Suggesting-support-for-the-G20-s-postion-on-financial-insitutions-assistance-of-fossil-fuels-c5084f011f760261d5ca70d5daa7dd65
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Suggesting-support-for-the-G20-s-postion-on-financial-insitutions-assistance-of-fossil-fuels-c5084f011f760261d5ca70d5daa7dd65
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-supporting-public-financing-of-fossil-fuel-energy-sources-against-the-G20-s-recommendations-03cfb54215f8816879ed58f9b5ecfb85
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-3ecaa45806315f4645c499df0bf04dad
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-3ecaa45806315f4645c499df0bf04dad
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Suggesting-support-of-the-IPCC-s-position-on-policy-supporting-fossil-fuel-phase-out-energy-8f75f594f7c454d88e95c2b160b37214
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-f73a809562ea5a30aed18e7ce1f09b7e
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United Kingdom 

 
 

The full InfluenceMap profile can be found here. InfluenceMap Score: 

D 

Commitments on Reform  Actual Policies and Practices 

Supporting the removal of fossil fuel 
subsidies, September 2014, source: Prime 

Minister David Cameron 

 

“We need to give business the certainty it 

needs to invest in low carbon. That means 

fighting against the economically and 

environmentally perverse fossil fuel subsidies 

which distort free markets and rip off 

taxpayers.” 

 

 

Increasing government support for the fossil 
fuel industry, November 2015, Source: IISD 

 

“The UK government is aiming to extract an 

additional three to four billion barrels of oil and 

gas in the next 20 years, and has introduced a 

new set of tax breaks in 2015 that will cost UK 

taxpayers US$ 2.7 billion between 2015 and 

2020. At the same time, support for renewables 

and energy efficiency measures has been cut.” 

Advocating for the implementation of a 
carbon price, November 2015, Source: UK 

Government 

 

“We need to work towards a market where 

success is driven by your ability to compete in 

a market. Not by your ability to lobby 

Government. This will only be possible if 

carbon pricing works properly. [...] The UK has 

worked hard with others to get major reforms 

that are helping restore a more stable and 

robust price on carbon.” 

 
Strongly supporting oil and gas through 
tax breaks, November 2014, Source: BBC 

 

“The spokesman said the tax regime for oil 

and gas includes a number of allowances 

which reduce the tax burden on specific, 

challenging gas or oil fields. Allowances did 

not constitute a subsidy, he added.” 

 

 

 

 

Introducing tax breaks to carbon intensive 
industries, July 2013, Source: The Guardian  

 

 

“George Osbourne has [announced] big tax 

breaks for the fracking industry in a bid to 

kickstart a shale gas revolution that could 

enhance Britain's energy security but also 

increase its carbon emissions. The Treasury has 

set a 30% tax rate for onshore shale gas 

production.” 

 
 
Introducing tax breaks to oil and gas 
industries, March 2016, Source: UK Budget  

 

“The government will: [...] support the oil and 

gas industry by permanently zero-rating 

Petroleum Revenue Tax, reducing the 

Supplementary Charge from 20% to 10% and 

introducing targeted measures to encourage 

investment in exploration […] This radical 

package will ensure the UK has one of the most 

competitive tax regimes for oil and gas in the 

world, supporting jobs and investment and 

Overall 
policy 

 

Taxation 
policy 

 

Misaligned 

http://influencemap.org/country/United-Kingdom-365108d0531f9d44ac524bd91a0a1913/projectlink/United-Kingdom-in-Subsidies-2308fa9c14bc73db292cb3d48415c6e1
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Supporting-the-removal-of-fossil-fuel-subsidies-d177b5afc67e215772ced0de3c3d2282
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Supporting-the-removal-of-fossil-fuel-subsidies-d177b5afc67e215772ced0de3c3d2282
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-supporting-high-carbon-tax-policies-aa5c06fb90a564c81b982a8503888cf3
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Stating-agreement-with-the-IPCC-position-on-fossil-fuel-subsidies-1f3bdff3ad857f34ff004a1b1a042fbd
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Stating-agreement-with-the-IPCC-position-on-fossil-fuel-subsidies-1f3bdff3ad857f34ff004a1b1a042fbd
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-supporting-taxation-policies-favouring-fossil-fuels-against-IPCC-s-recommendations-84681bc84f5c8042c44e56f2f35e0fef
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-supporting-taxation-policies-favoring-fossil-fuels-against-IPCC-s-recommendations-1a3fd9e015110e3d0d0f36f266111988
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-supporting-taxation-policies-favoring-fossil-fuels-against-IPCC-s-recommendations-3a952d12c21d4f439ce2688f3afa9344
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safeguarding the future of this vital national 

asset. “ 

Suggesting the UK does not finance fossil 
fuels, December 2015, source DECC via 

Twitter 

"UK doesn't hve any fossil fuel subsidies & 

support their phase out globally. We hve met 

our G20 pldge onit "

Lobbying the EU to prevent a ban on state-
aid to fossil fuels, April 2014, SolarPowerPortal 

“The UK has successfully lobbied to have a 

clause removed from the new EU state aid 

guidelines that would have hampered support 

for fossil fuels. […] The UK said that an article 

containing the phrase “the measure should in 

principle not reward investments in generation 

from fossil fuel plants” should be removed.” 

Supporting an end to public financing for 
new coal-fired power plants, November 

2015, source: Financial Times 

“A government spokesman said ministers 

announced in 2013 that they would end 

support for public financing of new coal-fired 

power plants overseas. He added that the 

£5.8bn of aid announced in September would 

help 17m people cope with the effect of 

climate change and gain access to clean 

energy.” 

Supporting the provision of public finance to 
coal through the UK’s export credit agency, 

November 2015, ODI 

“The UK government also provides public 

finance for fossil fuel production overseas which 

totalled $9.3 billion from 2013 to 2014 – an 

annual average of $4.6 billion. This financing is 

provided through RBS; the UK’s export credit 

agency, UK Export Finance (UKEF); DfID; and 

the development finance institution the CDC 

Group.” 

Supporting the growth of renewable 
energy over fossil fuels, December 2013, 

source: UK Sixth National Communication and 

First Biennial Report under the UNFCCC 

“This support package balances growth and 

affordability, providing reassurance to 

investors and value for money for consumers. 

The RO (renewables obligation) has helped to 

support the £31 billion of investment in 

renewable generation announced since 2010 

and will help to drive growth and support jobs 

across the renewables sector in the future.” 

Supporting cuts to incentives for renewable 
energy, July 2016, source: The Independent 

“More than 12,000 jobs in solar power have 

been lost in the past year because of 

government subsidy cuts, according to an 

industry-commissioned report. This represents 

about one third of the total workforce, according 

to figures in the report, written by PwC. Cuts in 

subsidies mean that the UK will miss its legally 

binding target to supply 15 per cent of energy 

demand from renewables by 2020, the research 

says.” 

Total Value of Subsidies: USD 7 billion, 0.26% of GDP.   

Direct 
support 

Indirect 
finance 

Energy 
Policy 

Misaligned 

Misaligned 

http://influencemap.org/evidence/Supporting-the-removal-of-fossil-fuel-subsidies-1099516852892da86d670e9dbf8a530d
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Supporting-the-removal-of-fossil-fuel-subsidies-1099516852892da86d670e9dbf8a530d
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-supporting-taxation-policies-favouring-fossil-fuels-against-IPCC-recommendations-4d653fd49c96119462cf389d5a3ad1fa
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Suggesting-support-of-the-G20-s-position-on-public-finance-of-fossil-fuel-54559030ec96993b6708d95b99d15ea2
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-supporting-public-b96f6b9d3f7113a8cf1db3a538fad119
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-523d414cb50e88def1c0a73ebbf88665
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-523d414cb50e88def1c0a73ebbf88665
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-551d6f977b09b03b422c3d8d39080a93
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European Union  
 

 
 

The full InfluenceMap profile can be found here. InfluenceMap Score: 

D- 

Commitments on Reform  Actual Policies and Practices 

Strongly supporting fossil fuels phase out, 
April 2016, Source: Commissioner Miguel 

Arias Cañete  

 

“The Commission recognises the importance 

of phasing out fossil fuel subsidies, which was 

recently stressed in […] the Paris Agreement 

on climate. The Commission has and will 

continue to integrate environmental concerns, 

including phasing out harmful subsidies, into 

its policy and spending proposals.” 

 

 

No longer actively encouraging member-
states to remove fossil fuel subsidies, May 

2015, Source: Climate Home 

 

 

“The European Commission removed calls to 

end subsides for fossil fuels in its yearly audit of 

26 economies on Wednesday, raising questions 

over its commitment to addressing climate 

change.” 

 
 

Advocating for the end of environmentally 
harmful subsidies, October 2016, Source: 

European Commission  
 

“Environmentally harmful subsidies are mainly 

tax reductions/exemptions that enable certain 

consumers […] to reduce their costs, but have 

an overall negative effect on the wider 

environment. The EU is committed to phasing 

them out by 2020.” 

 

Strongly supporting fossil fuels subsidies 
through capacity market mechanisms, August 

2015, Source: Euronews 

 

“Aid is still allowed to fossil fuels under the 

capacity mechanism – i.e. if a member state 

does not have sufficient generation capacity to 

cover the demand, it may support demand 

response measures or fossil fuels to avoid 

electricity black outs.” 

Prioritizing public funding for low-carbon 
energy sources, May 2016, Source: 

European Parliament  

 

“The 2014-2020 cohesion policy is putting a 

large emphasis on the low-carbon economy 

and ERDF and CF allocations of EUR 40 

billion directly address this priority, making an 

important contribution to the EU climate and 

energy targets. For the energy investments, 

 Funding fossil fuels through ESI funds, 
October 2016, Source: CAN Europe 

 

“Recent data and information on the plans and 

projects funded by ESI Funds illustrates that a 

large amount of investments are going to 

activities that undermine the broader objectives 

of the EU to decarbonise its economy. The data 

show that almost €1 billion has been earmarked 

for natural gas projects” 
 

Overall 
policy 
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Taxation 
policy 

 

Misaligned 

http://influencemap.org/country/European-Union-295a087d82a7be4c9d13689e46173390/projectlink/European-Commission-in-Subsidies-7d4417949805c0d7f67f6f2bf7862cf5
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-a2bf82369c960b20f1b95f6312f6a5ea
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-a2bf82369c960b20f1b95f6312f6a5ea
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-af9802808707a013ddf9cccf15a0c2d5
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-c08d283487accb431e873451d21315f2
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-c08d283487accb431e873451d21315f2
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-6d54227487844222a03d040153f8d0e1
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-6007561cd8f2fbb25bd2b2985375829b
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-7e42fcb8c7aba0f41c8a751afcda8f85
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-7e42fcb8c7aba0f41c8a751afcda8f85
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there is a strong focus on energy efficiency 

and renewable energy.” 

 

Committing to end coal financing through 
financial institutions, July 2013, Source: 

Reuters  

 

“The European Investment Bank, the EU's 

finance arm, said it would stop lending to most 

coal-fired power stations to help the 28-nation 

bloc reduce pollution and meet climate 

targets” 
 
 

 
 

 

Strongly supporting fossil fuel finance 
through financial institutions, August 2016, 

Source: CAN Europe  

 

“For the years 2008 to 2015 fossil fuel 

investments amounted to over €15 billion. […] 

The EIB and EBRD contributions for the […] 

Southern Gas Corridor going through Greece 

and Albania to Italy, are expected to be the 

biggest single loans in the history of each of the 

banks.” 

Supporting research to enable the 
transition to a low carbon economy, May 

2012, Source: The Guardian 

 

“Horizon 2020 will dispense billions of euros in 

funds to research and development projects 

[…] The specific objective is to make the 

transition to a reliable, sustainable and 

competitive energy system, in the face of 

increasingly scarce resources, increasing 

energy needs and climate change. […] Clean 

energy is a key part of this.”   

 

Funding fossil fuel R&D projects, August 

2015, Source: European Commission 

 

“The EU has supported research, development 

and demonstration of clean coal and CCS 

technologies for almost 20 years. […] Activities 

shall focus on research, development and full 

scale demonstration […] of efficient and flexible 

fossil power plants (including those using natural 

gas) and carbon capture and storage 

technologies.” 

 

Proposing carbon tariffs to disincentivize 
environmental impacts of imported goods, 

May 2015, Source: Carbon Pulse  

 

“The EU could impose carbon tariffs to cover 

the environmental costs of certain imported 

products such as cement, a panel of member 

state officials said in a paper […].” 

 

Having EU import regulations that 
disadvantages renewables and supports 
fossil fuels, October 2016, Source: Euractiv 

 

“EU trade defence measures on solar imports 

from China are, in effect, a European 

Commission-backed cartel, which […] makes the 

fight against climate change more expensive, 

MEP Christofer Fjellner has said. We have no 

tariffs on oil, coal or any of the fossil stuff.” 

Total Value of Subsidies: USD 28.7 billion, 0.17% of GDP.    

R & D 
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Indirect 
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Energy 
Policy 

 

http://influencemap.org/evidence/-ebf751b9897f4d35ca17ab08dc4c0d3d
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-7fe7dd7e07e6d06e8a37832433931eec
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-01b7175d3599a0fed77c09157704ea60
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-a0310678fdc687073ca1e5897b7452aa
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-614b71da8b63b03c048369c3d5192395
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-2c0b9070f2786dfff4f5cc9026e496ac
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Japan 

 
 

 

The full InfluenceMap profile can be found here. InfluenceMap Score: 

D- 

Commitments on Reform  Actual Policies and Practices 

Strongly committing to the G20’s objective 
to phase out fossil fuel subsidies, February 

2016, Source: Japanese Government  

 

“We reaffirm our commitment to rationalize 

and phase out inefficient fossil fuel subsidies 

that encourage wasteful consumption, over 

the medium term, recognizing the need to 

support the poor.” 

 
 

Strongly supporting subsidies for oil and 
gas, November 2015, Source: ODI 

 

“Japan provides major national subsidies to 

promote oil and gas production by Japanese 

companies overseas and, to a smaller extent, 

domestically.” 

 

Advocating for the extension tax breaks for 
fossil fuel exploration activities, October 

2016, Ministry of Economy, Trade and 

Industry (METI)  

 

“In order to promote the development of 

natural resources by Japanese companies 

and to secure stable supplies of energy and 

mineral resources for Japan, the tax 

incentives for the mining exploration and 

developments (depletion allowance system 

and reserve for overseas investment loss 

system) should be extended. 

 

Supporting a carbon tax on fossil fuels, 

January 2012, Source: Ministry of the 

Environment 

 

“Tax for Climate Change Mitigation (hereinafter 

referred to as "Carbon Tax" asks the burden 

widely and thinly for the use of fossil fuels such 

as petroleum, natural gas, and coal depending 

on environmental load. [...] Revenue of Carbon 

tax is estimated to be JPY 39.1 billion for the first 

year FY 2012 and JPY 262.3 billion for each 

normal year after FY 2016.” 

Stating that direct financial support from 
the government will be dependent on the 
environmental credentials of the project, 
December 2013, Source: Japan’s 

commitments under the Sixth National 

Communications through the UNFCCC  

 

“The Government will promote loans based on 

environmental responsibility ratings and 

socially responsible investments (SRI). [...] 

The Government will establish a fund for 

promoting regional low-carbon investments 

that invests in low-carbon projects” 

 

Strongly supporting the direct public 
financing of fossil fuels, November 2015, 

Source: ODI  

 

“The Japanese government provides additional 

support for oil refining and marketing in the form 

of the subsidy for structural reform measures 

($104 million annually), which provides 

assistance to oil distributors for business 

diversification, as well as the oil product quality 

assurance subsidy ($16 million annually)” 

Overall 
policy 

 

Direct 
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policy 

 

Misaligned 

http://influencemap.org/country/Japan-851d883cb17869e99ffca21ebdede65c/projectlink/Japan-in-Subsidies-4378c55243277d9821d3d30e17449d1d
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-8d0743ad8375a576fc5507a9937981eb
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-49924fd7daee7436e1af7c7f2f5679cb
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-c523d0c8d0fb49fe96beb11776c44281
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-c523d0c8d0fb49fe96beb11776c44281
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-36c7c986d1ee65ace0a7723ba6cf4478
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-36c7c986d1ee65ace0a7723ba6cf4478
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-0a01d500e68520b72631a45179bb171e
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-0a01d500e68520b72631a45179bb171e
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-0a01d500e68520b72631a45179bb171e
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-294a392e0d035208584020c74632a7e6
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-294a392e0d035208584020c74632a7e6
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Infrastructure 
spend 

Evidence suggests opposition to phase 
out of export credits for fossil fuels, June 

2016, Source: Thomson Reuters Foundation 

 

“Japan, for instance, resisted efforts by the 

Organization for Economic Cooperation and 

Development to phase out coal export credits, 

or preferential financing for companies that 

export coal technology, such as Toshiba, EU 

sources said.  

 

Supporting fossil fuels through loans and 
grants by public financial institutions, 

November 2015, Source: ODI  

 

“Through financing by JOGMEC, the Japan 

Bank for International Cooperation (JBIC), 

Nippon Export and Investment Insurance 

(NEXI), the Japan Bank for International 

Cooperation (JICA), and the Development Bank 

of Japan (DBJ), Japan provided $38 billion in 

public finance for fossil fuel production from 

2013 to 2014 – an annual average of $19 billion. 

The vast majority of this finance was for 

international projects”  

Supporting the construction of coal 
infrastructure abroad, November 2015, 

Source: Reuters  

 

“Japanese exports of advanced technology for 

coal-fired power plants will help fight global 

warming. […]. There are countries that have 

no choice but to build coal-fired power stations 

due to cost. Countries other than Japan have 

also been exporting coal-fired power stations 

to these countries”  

 

 

Supporting the construction of coal 
infrastructure domestically, May 2016, 

Source: Business Green 

 

“Japan's government is in the process of 

building a new fleet of coal-fired power stations 

that could prove worthless in a few decades as a 

result of overcapacity and falling energy costs, 

potentially stranding ¥6,223bn (US$56bn) of 

investment.” 

Not supporting renewable energy 
subsidies, March 2015, Source: PV 

Magazine  

 

“Japan’s Ministry of Economy, Trade and 

Industry (METI) has confirmed that it is to cut 

the country’s solar feed-in tariff (FIT) by as 

much as 16% by July. […] METI also 

confirmed that it will more than double the 

renewable power surcharge added to 

consumer bills, increasing from ¥0.75 per kWh 

currently to ¥1.58 per kWh from April 1.” 

 

Supporting removal of regulations that 
disadvantages fossil fuel energy sources, 

March 2015, Source: Wall Street Journal  

 

“The liberalization of Japan’s power industry by 

2020 will pit power companies against each 

other as rivals for the first time. In addition, with 

a relaxation of restrictions on coal power and no 

new emissions targets on the horizon, utilities 

are increasingly seeing coal as an important part 

of their business plans.”  

Total Value of Subsidies: USD 20 billion, 0.43% of GDP.    
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Policies 

 

http://influencemap.org/evidence/-743c9b2ed0a88959854aa6bc6a47f816
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-743c9b2ed0a88959854aa6bc6a47f816
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-8689de8d22a3299bbc4881658b834012
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-a9f3b3126ad7513e505f31bcbb0c9fd2
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-e314ae6ef340f0df8e9a575e038977af
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-f3f91b380c87a0dbbfa2e02606ba5061
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-f3f91b380c87a0dbbfa2e02606ba5061
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-0af706d343dd941bed0b47dc54775317
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-0af706d343dd941bed0b47dc54775317
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Italy 

 
 

The full InfluenceMap profile can be found here. InfluenceMap Score: 

E 

Commitments on Reform  Actual Policies and Practices 

Committing to end fossil fuel subsidies by 
2025, May 2016, Source: UNFCCC statement 

 

 

“In their joint statement, the leaders of the UK, 

US, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan 

and the European Union […] set a deadline 

for ending most fossil fuel subsidies, pledging 

to end government support for coal, oil and 

gas by the end of 2025. (Translation) 

 

 

Suggesting that the government strongly 
supports its domestic oil and gas industry, 

July 2014, Source: Prime Minister Matteo Renzi  

 

In the “Unlocking Italy” plan there is a quite 

serious project on mining development. We 

cannot talk about energy and environment in 

Europe if we are not exploiting the energy that 

we can produce in Sicily and Basilicata. […] I 

could double the percentage of (energy 

produced by) oil and gas in Italy. (Translation) 

Committing to reform energy taxation to 
achieve 2020 environmental targets, 

December 2013, Source: Italy’s Sixth National 

Communication under the UNFCCC 

 

“Moreover, on the 8th March 2013 the Ministry 

of Economic Development and the Ministry of 

Environment, Land and Sea have approved a 

decree outlining a new “National Energy 

Strategy” […] to achieve the EU 2020 targets 

according with a cost and effects analysis: 

[such as] reforming energy taxation” 

 

Supporting tax breaks for fossil fuels 
production, December 2015, Source: La 

Stampa  

 

About 2,1 billion euros have been granted in the 

form of very, very low royalties to drilling 

companies. (Translation) 

 

Supporting the National Energy Strategy, 
which includes direct public finance to 
fossil fuel energy sources, December 2013, 

Source: Sixth National Communication under 

the UNFCCC 

 

“The recent National Energy Strategy planned 

to boost the national oil and natural gas 

production of gas, pushing the share of 

domestic production from 7% to 14% up to 

2020.”  

 

Supporting the direct public financing of 
fossil fuels, October 2016, Source: Italian 

Government 

 

About 80% of these subsidies are directed to the 

south, and with these we invest 1.4 billion in 

total. This amounts to 100 million euros in direct 

investment and 74 million euros in tax breaks –

this specifically concerns the region Sardinia, 

and includes the construction of a brand new 

cogeneration power plant in Portoscuso, in 

Sulcis, fired by imported coal. (Translation)  

Overall 
policy 

 

Taxation 
policy 

 

Misaligned 

Direct 
support 
 

http://influencemap.org/country/Italy-7b4a6e8f9ae69b9ea51b6e3374e5e877/projectlink/Italy-in-Subsidies-819671f299de7c81c68fc55a2580bcb2
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-051ef808a3b7ae510f3c58cdee97eb75
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-a52dddb572121b9799dda54be9b0d11e
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-a52dddb572121b9799dda54be9b0d11e
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-297e784c73f3a68848229b367d88148e
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-297e784c73f3a68848229b367d88148e
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-8c7919456f78db8e90c54e060c5d74ba
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-8c7919456f78db8e90c54e060c5d74ba
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-00c4839770b9d556ae2fd3d768e0cd89
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-00c4839770b9d556ae2fd3d768e0cd89
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-88cfc7e97888936525f6da95225b8acf
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-88cfc7e97888936525f6da95225b8acf
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Supporting fossil fuel subsidies through 
its export credit agency, November 2015, 

Source: ODI 

 

“Italy’s export credit agency, SACE, was 

acquired by CDP in 2012 and lists oil and gas 

projects as a top priority for its project-lending 

portfolio” 

 

Supporting fossil fuel subsidies through its 
export credit agency, December 2015, Source: 

La Stampa  

 

“Finally, another 2.1 billion euros is spent to 

finance international projects linked to fossil 

fuels. This is through partnerships and 

acquisition of shares of oil and gas companies 

by the Cassa Depositi e Prestiti and through 

export credit agencies.” 

Supporting the financing of fossil fuels 
research and development, May 2014, 

Source: G7 joint declaration by the Italian 

Government  

 

We are going to support the use of low-carbon 

emissions technologies (renewables, nuclear 

for those countries who choose to use it, and 

carbon capture and storage methods). 

(Translation)  

 

Financing fossil fuel research and 
development, November 2015, Source: ODI  

 

“Italy has also been investing in carbon capture 

and storage (CSS) development, primarily 

associated with its coal-fired power plants. This 

investment has come significantly from Enel, but 

has also been supported by the federal and 

regional governments.” 

Stating support for measures that 
incentivize non-fossil fuel energy sources, 
December 2014, Source: Environment 

Minister Gian Luca Galletti 

 

In the agreement we reached at a European 

level (COP21), we have committed once more 

to reach a 27% target as far as renewable 

energies are concerned. (…) We need to 

amend the entire environmental taxation 

system. 

 
 

Supporting measures strongly favoring oil 
production, August 2014, Source: Italian 

Government  

 
We have proceeded by exploiting the 

considerable hydrocarbon deposits that are on 

our national soil, unlocking major investments 

(estimated to be around 15 billion euros). We 

have also deemed fossil fuel research and 

extraction activities, as well as underground gas 

storage, a priority. 

Total Value of Subsidies: USD 11.7 billion, 0.63% of GDP.    

 
  

R & D 
spend 

 

Indirect 
finance 

 

Energy 
Policy 

 

Misaligned 

http://influencemap.org/evidence/-22660015f261032b19536ab452b20c85
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-f40a12d05444a7093f38cda7ea6b9141
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-409558398c877941f696cd667e626630
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-409558398c877941f696cd667e626630
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-4d1b32cf71674178a2a504a22c477f52
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-67b02a08386f5c0dd5e2a13d2eecf115
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-67b02a08386f5c0dd5e2a13d2eecf115
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-4ed20be2805bd3f0fdd05344bf316b54
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-4ed20be2805bd3f0fdd05344bf316b54
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Appendix A: Country Estimates 

Fossil Fuel Subsidy Amounts by Country 

Country 
Amount of Fossil 

Fuel Subsidies (US$bn) 
Subsidies as % of 2016 GDP 3 

United States 37.5 0.20% 

Canada 3.3 0.22% 

Germany 7.9 0.23% 

European Union 28.7 0.17% 

France 4.7 0.10% 

Italy 11.7 0.63% 

Japan 20 0.43% 

UK 7 0.26% 

Notes: 
We have estimated production and consumption fossil fuel subsidies amounts in the G7 based on 

OECD figures and included other respected sources (the ODI, the Global Subsidies Initiative and 

Oil Change International) where appropriate to ensure coverage of all production and consumption 

subsidies considered in our study.  The latest available data is taken which ranges from 2014-2016 
numbers. Italian figures are new unpublished figures from Italian NGO Legambiente. 

3 IMF GDP figures for 2016 
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Appendix B: Methodology 
 

InfluenceMap's proprietary methodology for analysing and ranking engagement by groups of entities 

on regulatory issues is outlined for global climate policy on our website here.    

 

Stage 1: Breaking down the fossil fuel subsidies issue 
We break down the issue of fossil fuel subsidies process into eight queries The queries are weighted 

relative to each other with 10 being important and 1 not important. 

 

Table of queries making up the fossil fuel subsidies process 

Climate Disclosure 

Query 
Comment Weighting 

Q1: Overall position 

on fossil fuel subsidies 

This is the entity's overall position on the phasing out fossil fuel 

subsidies 
8 

Q2: Taxation policy 

The overall rate of fossil fuel taxation, and related tax 

deductions/exemptions, depreciation allowances, reduced royalties 

or VAT, foreign tax credits, and support for capacity mechanisms.   

Includes Foreign Tax Credits (FTC).   

10 

Q3: Public finance - 

direct 

Direct financial assistance from government agencies - grants, 

loans, loan guarantees, insurance.   Support of weak companies. 
9 

Q4: Public finance - 

financial institutions 

Support from nationally owned financial institutions (e.g. 

development banks) and international or multilateral financial 

institutions (ADB, World Bank): grants, loans, loan 

7 

Q5: Research and 

development 

spending  

Research and development benefitting and transferred to the 

energy sector, conducted directly by governments and government 

agencies such as research institutions and state-funded 

universities. 

5 

Q6: Infrastructure 

spending 

Direct government investment in road, rail, pipe-line and shipping 

infrastructure that benefits fossil fuel production or transportation. 
6 

Q7: Trade restrictions 
Specific government regulations that restrict or facilitate the 

import/export of fossil fuels. 
3 

Q8: Market price 

supports 

Government regulation that informs or sets the prices for the 

consumption or production of fossil fuels products, such as 

feedstocks for refining, or gas for domestic use.   

7 

Q9: Energy policies 

and regulations 

Other regulations which impact the cost equation of fossil fuels vs. 

other forms of energy: environmental regulations, health and 

safety, permitting, privatization policy etc.  We also include 

renewable energy regulations in here where appropriate. 

3 

 

Stage 2: Data sources to run the queries over 

http://influencemap.org/page/Our-Methodology
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The next stage involves selecting data sources over which the queries above can be run and an 

assessment and scoring made.   Again, we can assign weightings to the importance of the data 

source in overall assessment, with 10 being very important and 1 less important. 

Table of data sources 

Data Source Comment Weighting 

D1: Main Web 

Site 

We search the main government or corporate website and its direct 

links to major affiliates and attached documents 
10 

D2: Social 

Media 

We search other media and sites funded or controlled by the 

organization, such as social media (Twitter, Facebook) and direct 

advertising campaigns of the organization. 

6 

D3: UN FCCC 

process 

We assess the national INDCs as part of the UN FCCC COP21 

process and previous UN FCCC related submissions. 
8 

D4: Legislative 

Consultations 

Legislative consultations and other evidence of communications with 

government. As of July 2015, we consider relevant information 

originating directly from the US Government and the European 

Commission other key regions e.g. Australia and Japan. 

7 

D5: Media 

Reports 

Here we search in a consistent manner (the organization name and 

relevant query search terms) a set of Web sites of representing 

reputable news or data aggregations. 

6 

D6: Senior 

level message 

Here we search in a consistent manner (the CEO/Chairman/Head of 

State/Leading Civil Servant, organization name and relevant query 

search terms) a set of Web sites of representing reputable news or 

data aggregations. 

 

 

8 

D7: Regulatory 

Financial 

Disclosures 

We asses and score the company's most recent 10-K and 20-F SEC 

filings where available, and non-US equivalents where not.  Where 

these are combined with the Annual Report we score both under 

this data source. 

10 

D8: Research 

Reports and 

Papers 

Papers and evidence produced by respected academics, think-

tanks, NGOs or other research organisations. 
8 

D9: Primary 

research 

Evidence derived through interviews and other original research, 

with sources named and attributed 
4 
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Stage 3: The scoring matrix 
Running the queries over the data sources results in a matrix structure as below with cells that can be 

scored. 

The scoring matrix 

Query/ 
Data Source 

D1 D2 D3 ................. D9 Sub Totals 

Q1 1 1 -1 ................. -1 2 

Q2 0        2 NA ................. NA 5 

Q3 -2    NS NA ................. 2 3 

.............. ................. ................. ................. ................. ................. ................. 

Q9 0 -1 0 ................. 1 4 

Sub Totals 8 4 6 ................. 4 X 

 

Each cell represents a scoring opportunity and we have a 5-point scale of -2 through to +2.    

Weightings for each cell in the overall scoring process are computed by our algorithm based on the 

query and data source weightings noted above.  If we find no evidence or the cell does not apply to 

the organization concerned (e.g. financial disclosures do not apply to governments), we mark this NS 

(not scored) or NA (not applicable) and the weighting for that cell is redistributed evenly through the 

rest of the query row.  The scoring is done by our London based team using comprehensive 

guidelines as for each cell with set criteria over how to award the scores -2, -1, 0, 1, or 2.  The 

following are some extracts from this system. 

Table of scoring examples 

Scoring Details Examples of Scores for Some Queries 

Quantitative 
Scoring (-2 to 2 

points) 

Points taken away 

(-2, -1) 

Q2: Strongly supporting taxation policies favoring fossil fuels, 

against IPCC recommendations: -2 

Q3:  Not supporting the G20's position on public financing of 

fossil fuels: -2 
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Points neither 

taken or given (0)  

Q2:  Not stating a clear position on fiscal regime that 

incentivize fossil fuels production: 0 

Q3: Unclear support of the G20's position on the public 

financing of fossil fuels: 0 

Points given (2,1) 

Q2: Strongly supporting the IPCC's position on fossil fuel 

taxation policy with clear policies in place: 2 

Q3: Suggesting support for the G20's position on fossil fuel 

subsidies: 1 

 

Based on the scoring matrix, the weightings and the actual scores -2 to + 2 awarded to each 

organization in its matrix cells, a numerical % score may be computed which is a reflection of its score 

on the queries.  The entire process is automated via our proprietary online software system which 

catalogues evidence, allows input of scores and comments and computes the required metrics.   

 

 



InfluenceMap is a non profit Community Interest Company (CIC) No. 9480976

Contact Information
We are based at 40 Bermondsey Street, London SE1 3UD, UK
Email: info@influencemap.org       Web: http://influencemap.org

About InfluenceMap 
We are a neutral and independent UK-based non-profit whose remit is to map, analyze  
and score the extent to which corporations are influencing climate change policy.   
Our knowledge platform is used by investors, climate engagers and a range of  
concerned stakeholders globally.  
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